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THE APPLICATION OF RASCH MODEL iQUATING TECHNIQUES
'. TO THE PapBLEM OF INTERPRETING LONGITUDINAL

IPBRFORMIWCE ON MINIMUM COMPETENCY TESTS

'

The New Jersey Mintmum Basic Skills'(MBS) program is a
4

minimum competenpy testing program in reading and mathematics.
%

Each spring bot, h tests.art administered to atudents tn gradeg

th:ree, six, nine ind eleven. Beginning with the l977.-197,

school year, the New Jersey State Board If Education adOtedc

dores of 75 perc4fit.and 65.percent correct,-as passtng or
0

01

"cut-off" scores ion Ithe reading and mathematics eests, respectively.

Because the law in New Jersey mandates the,release of items

after each test administratiOft, new forms pf theitests are deve1olied

each year. Althqugh the te'st development_process tries to'insure
1

Idothparability of.items from One year to the mixt, preseRt test

cOnstruction techniques do not marantee that two or more.forms

of e test--developed from the.game oespecifièations-- will

be'perfectly iquivalent.. In, order then, to insure,that the level

of achievement required of students,eas defined' by the state

ca-off sèore, would be Ole same on. subsequent formi of the tests,
e

it was decided to Vitiate each new forrkto the previOus-one and'

hentetto the orisinail scale deffned lity the 1977L1978 form. Only .

.with equated forms can pne evaluate changes in itudent.performande

-". from one yeaY to the,next.,

f
IP

TEST DEVELOMEIC,PROCESS

In order to undirstand the'procedures Ised to equate.the

annual forms of the Minimuth Basig Skills tests, it is neCe-ssary,
-
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to have an overview of the test development proceis. TheL

i
evelopment'of a new form from item selection to finel e:dminis-

.. . ,
tration generally,encompasses about nine months. .

During early summer a statewide committee of-reading and

, mathematics content specialisteets fo:review.and edit Atoms

prepar:d by the test contractor.! A Coliplete'item-to-item

replacement is made tor each new.test. In early fall theie items

, are field-tested with school children in grades

and twelve (closest in ability to spring third,
'

6.!

I .

eleventh graders). The committee then reconvenes to review the

results of the field test. Items are revised or replaced if

four, seven, ten

sixth, ninth'and
I

necessary, and the:new forms oi the tests are ready for

-administration in the spring.

Several:operational features of the MiniMum Basic Skills:

program predetermined the-method for eqUating future test

1. A three-week-turnaround for reporting of results to loca1
districts;

. 'the inability to have a secure equating section on each
yoar/s final forM test, as each yeaes test booklets remain
in the local districtsi `

The use 4pf previous year'S items by claistoom teachers to
prepare studonts.for the test. -

.Therefore, during the developsment of the'secand annual Minimum

forms:

Basid Skills tests, it was decided to equate the iwo forms using

an anchor-test of-twinty-five iteme selected-from the 1477.1978

form and included on the field test'of the 1978-1979 form.

Angoff's design IV (1971, p. 79) wai performed by the'test

'1The contractor for the Minimum 'Basic Skills program during 1977-1978 and
1978-1979 was Educational Testing Service.

A
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contractor (Swintford, 1979).

PURPOSE OF THE'STUDY
A

2

The present study was undertaken to answer the following

tq questions:
p.

1. Could.the Rasch mOdel equating methodology be applied to.a.
minimum cqmpeiencr test which was not specifically designed
to fit the model?

,2. Row do the results of test form equating based on the
'Iditional linear method compare with the results from thei
Ra ch method?

HODS OF EQUATING
4

Several methods afe.available to equate tests. Each provides

a way of converting.the system of unit* of one form tp the system

of.units of another'so.that.scored obtaine'dafter converston will

Se'equivalent This notion of converpion impliep two restrictions

(Angoff, 19711:

The two forms 'must be measures of the same characteristic;

a The conversion must unique except foerandom.error
,.--ifflociated with the uir.liability of.the data and the

method used fdr the t ansformation.
4 3

The two methods which were coupgred in thia study were the linear

and Rasch,model 'methods of equatifig using a commpon set of anchor

items, )

The linear method of equating defines two scares as equiya-
4.

lent if they correspond,to equal-standard.acore deviates. -This

method is based on the assumption.that the shapes of,the raw,,

Ar. score distributiond of two tests are identical. The use of

linear equating with common items!,given to two separate non-random

st-Nl

t.)

I.
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groups is described-by Angoff (1971, Design IV, p. 579)'.

major assumptions of this form of linear quating are:
4

a The 'regression system for the two groups of students would
have been identical if the two groups had taken the same
test:

p.

a The common item set representi the same. pskhological 4
..

.

function in both groups;

2
,

.

a The two grthips do not differ very much in. ability (they
are nst assufed to be equivatent).

r

The Reach model, e.one parameter latent trait model,
,

prclvides.a'method of equating two tests using a common set.of
.

anchor items.. (Wright, 1977, Beard and Pettie, 197b, This method.,

defines two.,scores as equivalent 1f they,covespond eo the same

Rasch'"log" abillity values. These procedures are based on the.,

eitimation of equating constants which.transform'the item ....

t

.

difficulties and abi.lity estimates from one test on to the scale

t

a

of the base test.- The attractiveness of this method stems from

the property of thirs model, labeled "Specific Obj-ectivicy" (Rasch,,

16)', 4., thedifficulty of the items are estimated indepen4-
,

dently of the'ability of the calibrating sample 'and the estimates

of the abilities are independent of thtLparticular set of items.

METITODOLOGY

DescriptiOn of the eats

Each of the Minlmum Ba6ic Skills' reading tests.conteins

itemis which cart' be categorized into three major cluster

areas: Word, recognition, compretiensioff,and study Skills..

The mathematics test iteds can be broken down into.fo

major cluster areas: Codputation, measurement/geometry,,
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numbar concepts and problem solving. 'The number of items.

ih each test ranges.from 90-10.

Selection of the Pool of. Equating Items

Twenty-five items froM each of the 1977-1978 MinimUm
400,

Basic Skills tests were embedded'into the 1928-1979.field ,

test: Thili figure was approximately 22 to 27 percent of .

the total items on'the original form. The number of items

was selected from each of the clusebr areas of the test in

the same proportion in which they appeated on the original

form. Other item characteriAidSi suCh as, p-values and

biserials were considered when making the delection, in

order to represent.as accurately as possible, the parameters

of the original form. Since items were selected solely, for .

the purpose of traditional dquating,' no Rasch item statistics

were used to select the'pool.. The resulting twenty-five

item sections were truly "Minimum Basic Skills-mini tests"

\in that they mirrored very closely the original form in

both contint and level of difficulty.
4

.For the purpose of-the equating,this.pecition of items

was placed at the end of the test. While in retrospect

this was probably not the best place for-these i;pms dUe to'

sUch factors as fatigue., boredom, et.c. , operational simplicity.

of.the fiald'test took.precedepe In this first equating of

the Minimum Basic Skills tests.

Description df theSam6leh
r.

Three separate.samples of test data were used to equate

r,
o

a.



each of the. eight Minimum Basic Skills tests. They were:

1. 1978-1979 FIELD TEST SAMPLE

This sample consisted of students inthe fourth,
teventh, tenth And twelfth grades who took one of
the tests, either reading or mathematics. Approximately
400 to 500 students took each of the:eight
A.systematic sample of twenty-five students wat
selected by each participating school. Schools
asked to.participate an a volunteer basis, howe
they did have to fit into a pre-arranged stratified
sampling matrix of geographic region and socioeconomic
status. The sampling matrix was designed to provide

4.a truly:representative sample bf the state.

2. 1977-1978 FINAL FORM SAMPLE

This sample consisted of a two percent systemat.ic -

'sample generated by computer from the total 4P0,000
students who toolg the Minimum Basic Skills tests during
the spring of 1978.

3. 1978-1979 FINAL FORM SAMPLE

This sample consisted of approximately 1,500 to 2,100
students who took the Minimum Bafic Skills tests in fhe
spring of 1979. This sample was developed by randomly -

taking's selection.of the earliest returns from the
districts after the spring adminiitration. Froia past
experience, 'these districts provided a good indicatkon
of the performance of the state.'

Rasch Common.Item E4uatinir

A

. Wright (1977) uesents a methodology for equatinetwo

tests by e use of common items. A part of separate;and

indep' dent estimates of diffiaulty ire proc4ced for each'

item that is common to d pN.r of tests. WhenIthese items

are calibsrated, the ortgin ts nortally ti'etsby fixing tithe

average item difficulty tQ zero, which coincidentally,

'fixes.the origin of the atlility scale. According to the

.Radch modelo these common items should have the same average

difficulty fOr both tests. Any diffgrence in average

difficulty Of the 'common. item set between ths too sts
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indicates a differenC in scale origins of the two tests.
. /

This difference fn average item difficulty of the common

items can be used as an equa0.ng constant to'adjust the

icale of either test on tollthe scale of the other.

The formula for this constant which translates all item
t m '

difficulties-from the calibration of,test'b on to, the scale

of the base.thst a is given t;y Wright (1977: p. 107).

where,

T E (d. d. )/Kab
iml

la lb

T
ib is the equating constant to transform the

ihpfficulties of test b onto the cale of tett a.

dia are ehe common item.difficulties on test a.

d
ib are the common item difficulties on test b.-

K is the number of common items.

.4

To place any item from test b onto the scale of test

a one simply adds the constant, i.e.:Dill on scale of a =

D
b"

T
ab' Likewise, to transform the ability table from

the scale of one test.onto the scale of the other the addition
1

of the,Constant is also mitde.

Procedures' Arr

.For each of the eight tests the three.,samples of data

-outlined above\were calibrated ghparately usifig a version of

BICAL (Wrifdt 4pd Mead, 1977).

Prior, to the actual Rasch equating, bivariate plots of

the item difficulties for the twenty-five comon items .

between the 1978-1979 field test and tbe 1977-1978 final form
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telit were made and anatyzed for item iiLtability,,as suggts

.by Rentz (1978) and 'Beard.and Pettie (1979). In addition,

N. 1

since these were tests which were not built uiing Rasch

test development procedures, fit to the model

The actual equa*ng proceeded in two phaselit

-examdmed.

'First;

using twenty-five common items, the 1978-1979 field iest

wa; put on tte sCale of the 1977-1978 fsarlos bky the addition

of a constant to the item difficulties of the field test

form. Since there were some changes in items from field to

a.

final form, a second adjustment or "fine tuning" was necessary.

Using the approximately eighey to. ninety common ,items between

the 1978-1979 field test ond the 1978-1979 final form. the

1978-1979 final:form item difficulties/were placed olE;he

scale of the 1977-1978 base form.-

In order to derive-equivalent raw scores, the ability

tables for the 1978-1979 final form were also-adjusted
?

by.the same constant and At on the scale of the 1977-1978

form. Auivalent raw scores were assigned ana compared to

those from the linear equating method. Special attention

wa, given to thoée scores at and around the state. standard.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

,In order to answer the first question posed ,in'the study, qz.,
r

,
.

could the Rtich model equating methodology be apOlied to tests
/ ,

which were not origitiarly develOped to fit the mddelc two kinds

of data were analyzed:

1. Mean squaie`fit statisticst.and discrimination indices from
the BICAL runs.

1,0
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2. Graphic dispkays of the difficuley estimates ofsthe
twenty-five common equating items.

Analysis of Item Fit

. Th4 moan' squired fit statistics Used in this analysis

uda from 'the BiGAt output.were the-total mean square fi

, Items 4ith a mean square fit .f 1.5 or greater re flag4.d

and considered of ques4onable fit to the mo

The discrimination index'ar slope is, the' regression of

"'item log odds" on "test,log odds." Values should be near

one for fitting items. A value'less than ane inBicates that

the item that:aerlgtic curve for that item is flatter than

the test charadteristic curve. Values greater than one

indicate that thd item characteristic curve is steeper than

the test characteristic curve. The'ineerval 1.0 4- .20

(Cartledge, 1.975; Rentz Ind Bashaw, 1975; Beard and Pettie,

1478)"was used as a yardstick by which to .evaluate this type

o'f item fit.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 present an analysl)s of the total mean

square fit statistics and-discrimination indices from the

calibriktions of each of the three samples used forfthe

equating. Analyses were made for both total test and common '

items alone: In the calibration of the 197.81979 field test
#'

sample ('Table 1) the' percent of it'ems with a mean square fit ,

,1464 than 1.5 ranged from 88 to 96 for the total tist and 12

to 100for the common items. 'The percent of item4 whose
-

.discrimination index was.within the recommended 1.0 + .2

interval ranged from 52 to 75tfor the total test anti, 6 to

,1 1
..4.

1

f . A



84 for thi'cOmmon items.

--In Table 2, this same a lysis, is provided ,for the

calibration'of the 1977-1978 final form sample. In this
,

samp e, ,thet, percent of items with total m41 square fits

less than 1.5 ranged imtweon 91 to 100 for the total test
i

and betw n 96 and%100 for the c-Ommon items. Sixty-o

to 87 pe cent of the items on the total test had slopes
16. ,

within the 14eptable rangt, while 56 to 92 pecent of the

couthorr.items were Within tbis range,
0

The analysis of%the 1478-1979 final4orpr.Ca4bration
,

sample, given in.Table 3:in4icates similar findings.' In

this sampli, between 92 dnd 100 percent of the' itemid on'`

total test showed aCceptable mean square fit statiatics.

The breakdowns for the common items yere.very like thote

"for the total test. Similarly, the perceht of'items with
,

Slopes in the accepitable region was 61 to'79% for both

total test anicommon it.em pool. FOr. this sanple both the

total test and the commoin item pool showed the,same propor-'\
,

7

tiop of itemsein the ,two types of item fit categories; i.e.,

,mean-square fit and disdrimination index.

Ift stimmary, the three analyses above ihtw moderate to

good fit to xhe model. The percent af fitting items vis vis

1 the mean square fit statistic was high in all satIples, On

% the other hanci; while the item slOPes shoWiita fess Conformity

'to the model, the, percent of items in the acceptable range

was similar if not better thall those reported by Rintz.and

Bashaw (1975) in their RasCh analysis o,the Anchor.Test
0
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6 r.
Study data. Rentz end Rentz (1978) state'that the.inolusión

! ,of a fel(); non-fitting'items Would probab1y4o nd serious

.\damkge in testequating applications.

Common Item Stability

Figures one through eight plot the twenty-five comnon

item difficulty estimates from the calibration of the 1978-

1979 field test against thdse from the calibration 'of the

1977-1978 final form for the four reading and four mathematics'

tests. tcording to themodel, the estimates in h pair

should be statistically equivalent, except fo a s gle

constant of translation' that is the same fo tem. The

difficulty estimates in these types of plots should be located

along a unit sloPe straight line. The interceP,Of this line

4,s equal to the average difference in item difficulty

estimates (equating constant) between these two calibrations.

These plots provide an indication of the relative stability

of the common item pool. Certainly when equating one wants

a set of items whose calibrations-are stable over time to

be able e#'1.1em to adjust the difficulties of the other

items to a partttcular scale'. What one looks for then in

these plots are the d'utliers,' i.e., the items which fall

awiy from the unit slope line.
%owl.

Examining the plots in'figures one thrbugh eight, ther

were a few items which seemed to fall further 'from the unit

slope fine then the others. (They have been blackened in;)

In one test, sixth grade reading (figure 3), fit of the

items to the line was Very good and no outliers were detected.
4 ,1

f%

1
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5.

The worst caSe was evident iji third.grade.mathematics

(figureq), where the items seemedho fall ill over the

Place and seven outliers were observed.

'1 In brder to try to,determine the reasons for these

items'-seeming,instability, their fit.to the model:vas

. anljtd. However, there äppeated'to be no consistent
0

pattemsitexplatetiOn. On Some tests; every outlier-showed

acceptible fit to the model (Math 6 and Read 3) using both

mean squarN fit and slope.sthtistics.. QIn others, a few of

the odtrIer items; but 'tot all, had steeper &lopes than the

model.pfedicts (discrimftatiori indices greiter than 1.2).

In some af the teatt, the
e
outliers.had slopes'which were

0 flatter' (discrimination indices less than .8).- In most

16ases; the outliers slOwed these aberrant sLope statistics

,for tits field test calibration sample only. The field test
e

cilibration

final form

samples were generally ,much smille't than the

samples; hawev,r, it is unknown whether their

.size affected theM. For only two out of the twenty-five

items detected is outliers (out of 200 common items), one

item in Math.9 and one.item in Math 11 had both mean square

fit and discrimination indicsi out of the range of acceptable

fit to the model.
o

.

In one test, Math 11, 'there was also det4cted a strange

clump af common items.in the lower left corner Of the plot

(figure .8). However, on,closer inspectiOn of both content

and format of thlitems,, no Clue was found as to the meaning

of thieclump.

.' ?
s,

fb,

SI 4
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In summary; 'white Most of-the'commonsitem seemed

up-hbld the model"s Predictions.,.thire were selll a few

unstable items, Reeommandatibns have been made to delete

these items from testing applications (Rentz, 1978), as the

effect of a small diffe4rence in the computation of the

equating constant coun mean a shift in the resultant

equating of several raw score points. However, as there

are really no objective rules for deleting these tYpes of
,

items, i.e, how "unstable" is unstable, and because all

of the items in the common item pool were used in the linear

equating:and one of the purposes of this\papar was to

compare these

using all the

two metho
.

, the equating was carried out

common items..

Equatins Results

'Table 4 Sents a summary of the statistical charac-

teristics the twenty-five common item sets for each of

the eight test'a. tn most cases, performance on these items

during the previous.spring administration was better than

. ,on the folloowingl.fali field test, although the differencea

are quita small. This may be attributed to the fact that
0

these twenty-five items were all placed at the Irnd, of the

tesi fdrm and such factors as.fatigue, boredom 'and

lack of motivation may have interferreCtith the students'

performance op the field test.

Table 5 presents mean item diffiCulties standard

deviations and equating constants for the twenty-five items

common to the 1978-1979 fild 'test and the 1977-1978,1final ,

I.
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form. The scale of the 1'977-1978 form 'was..Chosen ad the

,base forfa Ad the.state standards.wore empirically developed
.

froMth*s scale.\ -The equating constants were formed'by
i.

, . k

subtractinw the.field test mean item difficulty from...he

final form Mean item difficulty.. The equating cOnstants

are the values which.are added to the 1978 field test

difficulties to put all the items on the field test on to

-the scale,of the base test.

Table 6 presents mean item difficulties, standard

deviations And equatipg constants for 0.re common items

between the 1978-1979 field test, adjusted to the scale of

the-1977-1978 test, and the .1978-1979 final fori. This

second "fine tuning" idjustment wai necessary because of

the changes in items from field test to final form'in the

1978-1979 test. The equating constants in this table were

used tojadlust both the item difficurties and bility

estimates froM the 1978-1979 final fOrm to t e scale of the
?1977-1978 form,

Assipment oi Raw.Scores

. The last step in the equating pe ess is,the development

of a table of equivalent raw or.scale scores. Equivalent

scorili are defined by the Rasch model is those which give

rise to the same ';log" ab3.1.ity estimates (Rentz and Bashaw,

1975). For the present analysis, adjusted llog ability
. 4

estimates from the 1978-1979 final from wore matched with

those from the 1977-.1978final form and equivalent raw

scores were assigned for each of the *tight tests.

1



. Table 7 presents,the equivalent raw sbores dlriyed yv

from 'both the linear2 and Rasth methodi af equating'.

Because oflhe naturb of these tests,

competency, the tables arelpresented for those raw score

point's at and around the state cut-off,score. It is in
4

this rang*, of the distribution where the results Of the

equating are most crucial. While a difference ih one br

two raw score points at the extremes of the distribution

have any practical consequences, at the cut-score

_this could mean a major difference in the numbers of

students whb pass the test.

The equivaleilt raw cores derived from the linear

methqpilitind the Rasch method using all twenty-five comon

items (nonLedited) show considerable similarity. In inost

cases the equivalent raw scores given by the two methods

differ by only one raw score point. ,In eleventh grade

reading, the two sets of equivalent raw scores are identical.

In the Rasch model, the resultant equivalent raw

gcoltes depend very heavily on the accuracy of the estimated

ant. While the results obtained using all twenty-five

Aems were good, it was detifided to investigate the actual

impact the editing of unstable items might have on the

'resultant Reach equivalentv.raw scores. Therefore, the.

equating was reworked with the "unstable" items (represented

by bkaci dots on figurves one thr:ough,eigh,t) eliminated.'

\
A

2These were derived from analyses prepared by the contractor. , H - ,

'Tables providing the constants fot the equating based on the edited
i tem pool are not i net uded in thi s paper. They are avai 1 able upon
request from the author.

VI.
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No.

Table 7 presents quivalene faw Acores fram this equating
ihs

based pn the edited initial item pool.

Table 8 provides a cOmprison oethe two sets Of Rasch

equivalent raw scores. Since no items were deletid from

the sixth grade reading test, only the results from seven

tests were compared. Id siX out of tha aiVen tests, the

equivalent raw scores at the state's cut-off score were ,

different In only two of these six teats were. the raw

scotes al' the equatinlg based on the edited item pools

.closer to those given by the linear method. Overall, the

non-editext Item pool generally gave the closast results to
1

theginear method. In.one test, eleventh grade reading;

no:differences were observed: between,the 'equivalent sc9res

arising from the equating based on the edited and non-edite0

item pools. Coincidently, this was the same test where the

Rasch ancl linear equivalent raw scores weie identical.

In summary, ,the reaults from this comparison of the

two methods of equating, Viz., linear and Rasch indicate:.

a) There is a good, though not perfect, match between
the raw scores aerived from the linear ind Rasch
methodologies',

The editing of a common item pool for "unstable"
/items changed the resultant assigned equivalent raw
scores. However, no findings indicated-that the
editing.provided a "better° table of ra0 scores.
Unfortunately-, the only criterion of "bettef" that
was used in this application was the match with the
raw scores defined by the linear method.

Furth r research is deeded which uses independent criteria

a

ch to evaluate these two methods.

I.
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-4* 1Table

1978-1978 Field Test Fit and 'Slop* Statics
(Size of calibration samples ranged from 401 to 577)

Test
Mean

SqUare Fie Slope2

, .

Total Nutir ,

of Itelafl

-s'ica-d13

- Read 3
, 88

ZOO
69
84

06 100
26

Math 3
Mdth 3

91

92

.

71

60
100

25

Read 6
Read 6

95

ZOO
52

56 "

95

26

Math 6
Mdth 6

,

95

96
62,
60

.

.

100
25

.

Read 9
Read 9

94 -

ZOO

.

67
72

110

85

Math 9
Math 9

.

96
ZOO

fr

/
63
56

.
,95
25

Read 11
Riad ZZ

..
89
96

-75
68'

-

110
25

Math 11,
Math.11

90
96

71

72.
.

90

,25

4

.

IPertent of items with
2Percent of items with

interval (.8-1.2)
3Values in italics are

items

total MSF < 1.5
discrimination indices within the

for the twenty-five common equating

, 20, ,



4Pr

.19.77-1978 Final Forin Fit and'Uópe Stratiatica
(Size of caltbration samples ranged IrOm 1757 to 2133)

Test
Mean

Square Fie Slope2

v -

Total Number
of Items'

Read 3

; -

95 . 83 75
Read 3 ZOO 92 25

Math 3 95 84
,

75

.

Math 3 . ZOO 92 25

Read 6 100 66 70
Read 6 , ZOO 72 25

..

liath 6 96 61 75
M4th 6 100 64 25

Read 9 95 74 85
'Read 9 _100 80 25

Math 9 - 91 73 70
Math 9 100 56, .25

T

Read 11 98 87 85
Read 11 96 80 25"

Math 11 92 4 76, i5
Math 11 96 88 . 25

'Percent of items, with total MSF' 1:5
IPercent of items with discrimination indices within the'

interval (.8-1.2)
'Values in ieklics are for the twenty-five.common equating.

items
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Tabli 3
Alr

1918-4979 Final Form Vit and Slope Statistics
(Site of calibration samples ranged from 1483 to 2110)

-14f

i'est
. Mean

Square Fitl Slope2
'Total Numbir

.

of Items'

Rehd 3 92 75 100
Read 3 93 76 88

Math 3 93 78 100
Math 3 93 78 98

Read 6. . 97 62 95
Read 6 98 61 83

Math 6 .1 98 66 100
. Math 6 v93 66 '94

Reid 9 100 62 110
Read 9 ZOO 61 74

Math 9 98 64
.

Math 9 98 ' 61
. .

85
.,. ,,, .

Read 11 - 97 76 . 110
Read Li

, 96 79 82
._.

Math 11 93 66 90
Math ll 93 63 , 76

a.

Percentiof items with total MSF < 1.5
2Perceht.of items with discrimination indices within the

erial (.8-1.2)
s in,italics ire for the commonatems between the

1 78-1979 Field Test and the 1978-1979 Final Form

;
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Table 4

Statistical Characteristics
of the Twenty-five Common 4ems

Test Sarnp1e N Mean Variance
Standard
Deviation Mean P

Read 3 , F 577 21.67 13.82 3.71 .866
Read 3 A 1757 21.74 12.76 3.57 .868

Math 3 F 401 18.82, 27.17 5.21 .755 ,Math 3 A 1782 18.97 22.98 4,79 .759

Read 6 F 405 19.61 16.21 4.02 .784
Read 6 A 4, 1906 20.12 14.83 3.85 .804

Math 6 F 446 17.57 24.42 4.94 .704
Math 6 A 1899 18.29 22.22 4.71 .667 kl.

Read 9 F 408 20.87 18.74 '4.32 .834
Read 9 A 2137 20.84 16.64 4.07 .. .834

Math 9 F 460 17.32 26.74 4 5 . 1 7 .692
Math 9 A Z131 18.44 22,39 4.73 .735

Read 11 454 21.89 12.71 3.56 .876
Read 11 A 1881 22.21 10 13 3 16 .886

Math 11 F 406 20.98 .21.06 4.58 .838
Math 11 A 1894 21.30 13.52 3,67 .848

Legend .

1978,Field Test

A - 1977-1978 Final Form
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Rasch Item Difficulty Estimates for the
Twenty-Five Common Items between the ,

1978-1979 Field Test and the 1977-1978 Final Form

vas,

Test Sample
Mean Item
Di fficul ty

Standaa
Deviation

EquaOng
Constant

Read 3 '

Read 3
, F

A
:173

. .042 .

. 1.16
1.19

,k,,,

-.

Math 3
Math 3

F :084

.016
.9i

A 1.02

-4,

-.068.
Read 6
Read .6

F

A
.204

.187
, 1.12
1.12

.

Math 6
Math 6 .

.

-.113
.054

.1.01

1.07
.059

.
-

Read 9
Read 9

F

,

.153

.049
.91

.88

.

-./04

Math 9
Math 9

.

F

A

.170

.220
1.04
1.03

...

lor -

.050

Read 11
Read 11

F

A
,-1 .041

.094
1.09
1.22

,....i.-

.003

Math 11
Math 11

F.

A
-.189
.312 _

.82

.98
. -123.

.

Legend

F - 1978-1979 Field.Tesi

A - 1977-1978 Final Form .

4 ()

0
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Table 6

Rasch:it,em Difficulty Estimates for the Common Items
betweeh thb 1978-1979Field Test and,1978-1979 Final Form

IP

Test Sample
Mean Item \

Difficulty
, I

ttandard
Deviation

,

Equating
Constant

.

Number
of Items

Read 3
Read 3

A
AF

..

-.083
-.291

1.24
1.28

-

-. 208

.

88
88

Math 3
Math 3

A
AF

..

.016
-.073

T

1.05.

1.03 '

-. 0 89
98
98

Read 6
Read 6

, A

AF

_

-.039
-.135

1.30
1.34

,

-.096

.

83
83

,Math 6 ,

Math 6
A

AF
-.090
=.050

.

.97

il03 L...

.

.04t
94
94°

Read 9
Read,9

A
AF

,

-'-.002
-,t180

1.03
.1.00

,

,

-.178
74

74.

Math 9
Math 9

., A
0

- -.034
-.070

1,19
1.15 -.036

--

85
85 ,

Read 11

Read 11
A

AF
, 48

68
1.17
1.19

-.020

.

82'
82

Math 11
Math 11

, A
AF

k

-. 51
-' 92

1.15
1.12

-.141 '

!

. 76

76

Legend -

,

AF - Adjusted l978-1979,Field Test

,. A - 1978-1979 Final Form
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Table 7

A Comparison of the Results of
Linear and Reach Equating for Selected Raw,Score Intervals

.Near the State Cut-Off Seores

.00

THIRD GRADE RIADING
. .

Raw Score

k
Linear aschl

Editedr
.

80

,

83 ..

on diied 1.

83 1 '84

79 82_ 82 , 1 83

78 81 '81 82

77 1 80 . 80 1 81

76* 79 79 1 -80

*75 79 .. 78 -'1 791

74 78 , 77 1 .78

73 _77 76 1 77

72 76 75 1 76

71 JW 75 . 74 1 75

70 1 75

'.

,

THIRD G ADE MATHEMATICS

ROI ;Sgo Li ar Rasch'

-Non-Edited Edited,

72 72 .. 71

69 I 71 , 71 70

68 70, 70 I6
8 67 70 69

,

I : 68,0
66_ 69 : 68 , . 67

*65 q8
4

67 . '66

64 67
r

. 66

63 : 66 65

.4.6

I 64

62 65 64 1 63

61
e_ 64 63 62

* 60 63 . 62 -.61

'The results of the IWO equating are being.reported for both the non-edited
and editad item pools.

A
0

*Denotes the cut-score dn the 1971-78 form of the test.

1
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. Table 7 (Cont.)

,

SIXTH GRADE READING

Raw Score Linear Raschl

77 78

Non-Edited I. Edited

77 . 1

16 77 76
ci 1

25 76 75 : 1

..,

74 75 74 1

73 75 73 1

*72 74 72-73 1

71 73 72 1

70 72 71 1

. 69 71 70 1

,

1 68 70-71 ' 69 1

67 70 68 1
.

,

SIXTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

Raw Score Linear Raschl

,

70

,

69

Non-kdlted 1 Edited

69 1 70

69 68 69 1 69

68 67 68 1 68

67 65 67 1 67

66 65 65-66 1-^ 66

. *65 64 64,765 1 65

64 63 63 1 64

- 63 62 62 63

62 61L- 61 -

,

62

61 60 60 1 61

60 59 59 60

Z'e

sults of the Rasch equating are being Aporte4 for both the non-edited
and edited item pools.

ore were no items edited for this testy

*Denotes the cut-scoron the 1977-78 fortS of the test.
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Tab le 7 (Cont . )

NINTH GRADE READ Iti .

Raw Score. Linear

'

Raschl

Non-Edited I Edfteci

88 91 90 192
87

; , -
90 90 1 91

86 90 88-89

85 89 88_ 1 89

84 88 - 87 88

*83 87 86 1 87

82 86 85 1 86

81 85, 84 1 85

80 - 84 83 84

79 84 . 82 1 84

78 83 ' 81 83

, NINTH GRADE MATHEMATICS.
i

Raw Score Linear .Rasch'
,

Non-Edited I Edited

67

,

67 . 68 1 69

66 66
...__

67 1 68

L- 65 65

.._

66 1

.

67

64 64 65 1 66

63 63 64 1 65

*62 62
t)

63 1 64

61 61 62 63

60 60 61 1 62

59 59 60 r '61

58 d. 58 59 1 '60 r

57 } 57 58 1 59

1The resulti of'the Rasch equating are being repotted for both the- non-editecla
and edited item pools.

*Denotes the cut-score on the 1977-78 form of the test.
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Table 7 (Cont . )

_

,

,

ELEVENTH GRAF READING

,

Raw $core pnear
i

Rasch'

Non-Edited' 1 Eated
.. ,

88 - ' 89 89 1 894

87

86 .87 87 1 87

85 . 86 86 F 86

84 85 ' 85 T- 85

*83 84 84 f 84'

82 . 83 83 1 83

81 82 . 82 1 82

80 81 , 81 1 81

79 .180 .80 1 80

78 79 79 79.

ELEVENTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

Raw Score Oneir Raschl_
.'

Aron-EdTted-1, Edited

64 67 67 1 66

63 66 66 1 ,65

62 65 65 1 64,

61 64 64 1 t 63 'I

60 63 63 1 62

,*59 64 62 61

43 62 61 1 60

57 61 60 59

56 .60 59 58

55 59 58 1 57

54 59 57 I 56

'The results of the Rash equating are being reported for both the non-edited
and edited item pools,

*Denotes the cut-score On the 1977-78 form of the test.



Table 8

A Comparison of the Reach Equating Constants from the
, Edited and Non-Edited Twenty-Five Common Item Poqls

Read 3 Math 3 : Read 61 Mith 6 tiered 9 Math 9 Read lj Math 11
/

Non-edited item pool constant -

,

-
'
131N

- 215

-.068

-.035

..' -.017 .059

.024

-.104

-.192

.050

.004

. .003

.r -.016

:L.1.23

-.047Edited item ool constant

Difference in constant. .084 -.033
'

,

.035 .088 .046

r

.019 :076

Approximate differences in
log ability values beymen raw
score points at cut-score .06-.07 .05-.06

,

.06 .06

,

.06 ..0 .07 .06-.07

Qt

Does the Rasch equating with
the edited item pool change
the equivalent raw scores at
cut-oint?

. .

Yes Yes Sliohtl Yes

,

Yes

.

No

,

Yes

,

1s-this change closer 'to the
value given by the linear
results? Yes No , No Yes No ' N/A No0(

Which Rasch equating is closer
to the linear results? Edited

'Non-

tEdited

. . ,

Non-
Edited Edited

Non-
Edited

Both
Same°

Non-
Edited

cA

INo items were edited from sixth grade reading'.

6


